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What Is a Fiduciary?
 A person who has special legal responsibilities to another
• Typically includes duties of honesty and loyalty
• Position of trust

 Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974
(ERISA)
• Adopted the fiduciary concept to establish standards for employee
benefit plan management
• ERISA fiduciary standards = loyalty, prudence, asset
diversification, compliance with plan terms, not to engage in
prohibited transactions
• ERISA fiduciary duties are referred to by the courts as “the highest
known to the law”
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Who Is an ERISA Fiduciary?
 One who exercises certain functions:
• Discretionary authority over management of the plan
• Authority or control over management of plan assets
• Discretionary authority or responsibility over plan
administration
• Providing investment advice for a fee – this is the prong that
the DOL initial proposal and re-proposal relate to

 Status is relevant in some circumstances
• ERISA-covered plans must designate a “named fiduciary”
• Investment managers of plan assets must acknowledge fiduciary
status in writing
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The Proposed Rule Saga
 Investment advice rule first adopted in 1975
 Initial revision proposed in 2010
• DOL’s rationale – changes in the investment services industry
have resulted in a marketplace in which advisors (1) “may
operate with conflicts of interest that they need not disclose to
the plan fiduciaries who expect impartiality and often must rely
on their expertise” and (2) “have limited liability under ERISA
for the advice they provide.”

 Proposal resulted in over 260 written public comments,
two-days of hearings and multiple individual meetings
with interested parties
• Various members of the Congress were among those who
submitted written comments
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The Proposed Rule Saga
 In 2011, the DOL announced that it was withdrawing the
initial proposal and would submit a re-proposal by early
2012.
 DOL agreed that “more public input and greater research”
was necessary
• Promised coordination with regulatory efforts of the SEC

 Hints of what would change in the re-proposal
• Fiduciary advice limited to “individualized advice” directed to
specific parties
• Clarifications regarding routine asset appraisals
• New/revised prohibited transaction exemptions for brokers and
advisers to permit “beneficial fee practices” but bar “abusive
practices” and “conflicted advice”
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The Proposed Rule Saga
 Proposal has been re-branded by the DOL as “Conflict of
Interest Rule – Investment Advice”
• The stated goal is to “take into account current practices of
investment advisers and the expectations of plan officials and
participants”

 Recent public comments by Assistant Secretary of Labor
Phyllis C. Borzi:
• Re-proposed rule will be issued after October
• DOL will present much more empirical support for the proposed
changes
• Re-proposal will include at least one new prohibited transaction
exemption and revisions to various existing exemptions
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Issue #1 - Rollover Communication
 What is at stake?
• Large accumulations of retirement assets are moving into IRAs
• GAO reports that 95% of money moving into IRAs in 2008 were
from rollovers

 Current law – DOL Advisory Opinion 2005-23A
• Recommendations to a plan participant regarding distribution
options not investment advice, even when the advice is combined
with a recommendation as to how to invest the distribution
• However, recommendations regarding the investment of distributed
assets is investment advice if provided by a fiduciary of the plan
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Rollover Communication
 GAO report (“401(k) Plans – Labor and IRS Could
Improve the Rollover Process for Participants,” March
2013)
• Recommends that the DOL finalize the proposed rule to require
service providers who provide distribution advice to disclose what
interest they have, what regulatory standards they are subject to and
what those standards mean for the participant

 Center for Retirement Research report (“Will Regulations to
Reduce IRA Fees Work?,” Feb. 2013)
• Treating all advisors as ERISA fiduciaries will result in only a 1%
drop in non-trading revenue for the financial services industry and
thus providers will likely continue to offers services in this context
even if they are treated as ERISA fiduciaries
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What Might the DOL Do?
 Treat distribution advice as fiduciary investment advice
• Need for prohibited transaction relief
• Content and extent of necessary disclosures
• How might this affect availability of advice?

 Treat distribution advice as not fiduciary advice
• Formalize the distinction between pure distribution-related advice
and recommendation/solicitation regarding IRA investments
• This distinction would also need to be clarified in related guidance
(investment education guidance in Interpretive Bulletin 96-1)
• Potential difficulties in “drawing a line”
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Issue #2 – Platform Providers
 Initial proposal provided a limited exemption
 Platform provider not a fiduciary if:
• Action consists of “marketing or making available” a platform for
participant investment direction
• Provided without regard to “individualized needs,” and
• Accompanied by written disclosure that the provider “is not
undertaking to provide impartial investment advice”
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Comments on the Platform Provider Rule
 Scope of the rule needs to be clearer
• Allow plan officials to ask for some level of “screening” to
accommodate their preferred evaluation criteria or to accomplish a
specific plan objective (such as a fund mapping)
• Allow provider to offer objective criteria for the plan officials to
consider in selecting from the menu
• Allow provider to show sample menus that other employers have
selected as examples or to facilitate pricing in an RFP

 Impartiality disclosure too severe and off-putting
• Section 408(b)(2) disclosures are sufficient to allow plan officials
to identify conflicts
• Clarify /simplify the disclosure
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Issue #3 – Inadvertent Fiduciaries
 Proposed rule would deem a provider a fiduciary if it gave
“advice or recommendations as to the management of
securities or other property”
• Would have included “recommendations as to . . . the selection of
persons to manage plan assets”

 Commentators identified numerous situations in which this
standard, because of its breadth, would make unintended
persons fiduciaries
• In-house support staff to fiduciary committees
• Advice from outside non-investment advisors regarding the
negotiation and/or structuring of plan investment transactions (such
as swaps)
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Issue #4 – Seller Exemption
 Proposed rule contained a limited exclusion from the
fiduciary definition for those engaged in selling investment
products or services
 Conditions:
• Seller/provider must demonstrate that the recipient/purchaser knows
or reasonably should know seller is acting as a seller
• That the seller’s interests are “adverse to the interests of the plan or
its participants,” and
• That the seller is not undertaking to provide impartial investment
advice
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Seller Exemption
 Would be available for various services
• Recordkeeping, brokerage, advice in investment monitoring

 Concerns expressed in comments
• Required disclosures would undermine trust and are too severe;
better to require more fulsome disclosure of how the seller’s
compensation can be affected by the advice or products purchased
• Proposed example of better disclosure – “X has a financial interest
in the transaction to which the recommendation or other
information provided relates”
• Exemption should be clarified to cover (1) sale of advisory products
and (2) the providing of general information to the plan fiduciaries
in connection with the sale
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Issue #5 – Asset Valuation
 Proposed rule would treat asset valuation as a fiduciary act
• Limited exception for general valuations prepared for purposes of
allowing plan to meet its reporting and disclosure obligations

 Concerns expressed:
• Routine asset valuation has never been treated as a fiduciary action
and the DOL has not shown why circumstances have changed such
that it now should be treated in that manner
• Unclear how fiduciary status would affect the appraiser’s
performance of its functions
• Proposal would increase the costs to plans and make valuations
more difficult to obtain
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Potential Approaches
 Leave valuation for a separate rulemaking process or drop it
altogether
 Create a broader exemption of routine asset valuation
 Refine/clarify the specific duties applicable to an appraiser
as fiduciary
• Limited to a prudence standard?
• Inherent problems in applying the loyalty standard to asset
valuation
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QUESTIONS?
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Who is a Fiduciary?
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Background for Annual
fi360 – Think Advisor Survey

• The third year the survey has been conducted to solicit
attitudes regarding the fiduciary standard.
• Assumed fiduciary standard is as it applies under the
Advisers Act of 1940; some ERISA-specific questions.
• Survey participants were financial intermediaries in the
field in client-facing roles.
• They included RIAs/IARs, duel registrants, registered
reps, and insurance consultants and producers.
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Annual fi360 – Think
Advisor Survey Highlights

Will adherence to a fiduciary standard increase costs
and limit access to advice and products?
• Would not cost investors more for advice (79%).
• Would not price investors out of the market for
advice (69%).
• Would not limit access to advice or products (68%).
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Annual fi360 – Think
Advisor Survey Highlights

• Regarding investors awareness of differences
between the standard their “advisor” is held to:
• 97% say investors don’t understand the differences
between brokers and investment advisers.
• 72% say the titles “advisor,” “consultant,” and
“planner” imply a fiduciary relationship exists.
• 82% say disclosures alone are not sufficient to
manage conflicts of interest.
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Annual fi360 – Think
Advisor Survey Highlights

Should the same standard apply for advice to investors
in 401(k) plans and IRAs?
• 79% agree that ERISA fiduciary duty should cover
advice on rollovers out of 401(k)s and IRAs.
• 72% say the ERISA fiduciary duty that applies to
401(k)s should also apply to advice on IRAs.
• 61% agree that the Labor Department should expand
the number of advisors who are considered
fiduciaries.
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Questions?
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